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Abstract. Dense linear algebra codes are often expressed and coded
in terms of BLAS calls. This approach, however, achieves suboptimal
performance due to the overheads associated to such calls.

Taking as an example the dense Cholesky factorization of a symmetric
positive definite matrix we show that the potential of non-canonical data
structures for dense linear algebra can be better exploited with the use
of specialized inner kernels. The use of non-canonical data structures
together with specialized inner kernels has low overhead and can produce
excellent performance.

1 Introduction

Linear Algebra codes often make use of Level 3 Basic Linear Algebra Subrou-
tines (BLAS) [1]. Performance portability is achieved through high performance
libraries such as ATLAS [2], Goto BLAS [3] or those provided by machine ven-
dors. Operations are often expressed in terms of matrix-matrix multiplication
operations (calls to routine GEMM) [4]. Thus, a great effort is devoted to the
implementation of this routine [5–11].

Data precopying [12] can be very useful to exploit locality and facilitate data
streaming. However, such copies introduce overhead [13] since they are repeated
in every call to BLAS routines [9, 14].

Figure 1 shows the performance of several codes using version 3.7.11 of the
ATLAS library1. We can observe that the performance obtained by the matrix
multiplication routine (DGEMM) is substantially higher that that obtained by
the Cholesky factorization routine (DPOTRF). This is mainly due to the over-
head mentioned above.

⋆ This work was supported by the Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia of Spain with
grants TIN2004-07739-C02-01 and TIN2007-60625.

1 Experiments have been conducted on an Intel Itanium 2 processor running at 1.3
GHz with a theoretical peak performance of 5.2 GFlops (indicated by the dashed
line at the top of some graphs).
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Fig. 1. Performance of matrix multiplication and Cholesky factorization using ATLAS.

New Data Structures (NDS) have been introduced in dense linear algebra
codes as an alternative to canonical storage [15–25]. The main goals are im-
proving locality, avoiding data copies, and obtaining reduced (or even minimum)
storage requirements for triangular and symmetric matrices while achieving per-
formance similar to codes which work on full storage.

When NDS are used data copies can be avoided: instead of calling BLAS
routines, simpler kernels can be defined and used. Several papers reflect the
need and/or the creation of such kernels [10, 14, 19, 21, 23, 24, 26–31]. If BLAS
calls are used, however, then unnecessary overhead is paid. The two curves at
the bottom of Figure 1 show the performance of a Cholesky factorization routine
(DPSTRF) based on a Square Blocked Packed Format (SBPF) [19] for two
block sizes (nb=200 and nb=100) when calls to ATLAS BLAS routines are
performed. The lower matrix is used in our implementation. We can observe
that performance drops for the smaller block size. This happens because the
overhead is multiplied due to the larger number of calls.

For several years Goto’s BLAS library has become the reference library due
to its great performance. Recently, changes have been introduced in Goto’s li-
brary to produce even higher performance for BLAS3 operations [3]. The authors
have modified the copying procedure to avoid redundant packing and, therefore,
reduce the overhead and increase performance for operations such as the Sym-
metric Rank-K (SYRK) and Triangular Solve (TRSM) amongst others. Since
the Cholesky operation is implemented with calls to these operations, together
with DGEMM, the performance of both DPOTRF and DPSTRF is excellent.
Figure 2 shows the performance obtained with these two routines. We have used
Goto’s BLAS version 1.15 in our experiments. The curve at the top corresponds
to a direct call to DPOTRF, while the rest correspond to calls to DPSTRF
with different block sizes. Although performance drops for smaller block sizes,
performance is remarkable. Thus, the avoidance of redundant packing together
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with the high performance matrix multiplication kernels [11] are very effective
and seem good examples to follow.

Fig. 2. Performance of Cholesky factorization for several block sizes using Goto’s li-
brary.

Our goal is to analyze the potential of NDS combined with specialized in-
ner kernels. Thus, first we need to determine the best candidate for our study.
Recursivity in dense linear algebra has been explored for several years [23, 32–
34], but recently it has been shown that iterative codes with proper block sizes
can achieve better performance than recursive codes [35–37]. For this reason we
focus our study on a dense Cholesky factorization using an iterative approach.
We have chosen to work with a Square Blocked Lower Packed Format [19] with
the TRANS parameter fixed to ’T’. Although this format exceeds the minimum
storage provided by other formats such as a Hybrid Full Packed (HFP) [22]
format, it is rather simple, it allows for data accesses in the inner kernels with
stride one and it is easy to adapt to our inner kernels. This allows us to obtain
upper bounds on the performance of this approach. In the same direction, we
compare only with the best combinations for DGEMM (AT

×B) and DPOTRF
(UPLO=’U’) assuming Fortran column-major storage.

2 Specialized Inner Kernels

In this section we briefly state our approach to the creation of high performance
specialized kernels.

Profiling Optimization efforts must be applied to those parts of code which
take up most computation time. In this case, for instance, this means focusing
on the optimization of the matrix-matrix multiplication routine first.
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A bottom-up approach We drive the creation of the structure from the bot-
tom: the inner kernel fixes the size of the data submatrices [37]. Then the rest
of the data structure is produced in conformance. We do this because the per-
formance of the inner kernel has a dramatic influence in the overall performance
of the algorithm. Thus, our first priority is to use the best inner kernel at hand.
Afterwards, we can adapt the rest of the data structure and/or the computations.

Specialization Code specialization is commonly used to optimize generic rou-
tines which are otherwise difficult to optimize. Specialization can simplify the
code and, at the same time, allow the usage of other optimization techniques
as, for instance, memoization [38]. Simple codes are easier to optimize, both
automatically and manually.

Inner kernel based on our Small Matrix Library (SML) In previous
papers [29, 31] we presented our work on the creation of a Small Matrix Library
(SML): a set of routines, written in Fortran, specialized in the efficient operation
on matrices which fit in the first level cache. The advantage of our method lies in
the ability to generate very efficient inner kernels by means of a good compiler.
Working on regular codes for small matrices, most of the compilers we have used
in different platforms create very efficient inner kernels for regular codes such as
matrix-matrix multiplication.

Applying this approach to the Cholesky factorization we first create the inner
kernel for the matrix multiplication operation (GEMM). This results in a block
size nb = 124 for the Itanium 2 machine. Once the block size is already fixed we
apply the same approach to the other operations (TRSM, SYRK, and POTRF).
We use the resulting routines, which we store within the SML, as the inner
kernels of our general NDS linear algebra codes.

3 Results

We present performance of the Cholesky factorization of a matrix into an upper
triangular matrix using routine DPOTRF in both Goto’s library and ATLAS;
and DPSTRF working on a lower triangular matrix in SBP format which calls
the inner kernels in SML. We use the DPSTRF routine in a similar way as
Gustavson does in [21] with the only differences that we use a block size of
124 × 124 and SML routines are called in our case. We also present results for
matrix multiplication. The matrix multiplication performed is C = C −AT

×B.
We show results of DGEMM corresponding to ATLAS [2], Goto [9] and our code
based on SB format and the SML [37]. Goto BLAS are known to obtain excellent
performance on Intel platforms. They are coded in assembler and targeted to
each particular platform. Figure 3 shows the performance of these six codes on
an Intel Itanium 2. The dashed line at the top of the plot shows the theoretical
peak performance of the processor.
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Fig. 3. Performance of several matrix multiplication and Cholesky factorization codes.

We can observe that the performance of our codes based on NDS and SML
are similar to ATLAS for matrix multiplication and outperform ATLAS for
Cholesky factorization. Goto’s codes are in all cases the best. The merit of the
combination of NDS and SML codes lays in the fact that they are the only ones
which are not based on codes written in assembly language.

Fig. 4. Performance of Cholesky factorization relative to matrix multiply.

We have mentioned in the introduction that calls to BLAS routines usually
introduce some overhead (although it has been reduced in Goto’s library). This
can be better observed in Figure 4 which shows the performance of Cholesky
factorization relative to the corresponding matrix multiplication subroutine. AT-
LAS represents the traditional approach to implementing linear algebra codes
in terms of BLAS routines. This results in poor performance of DPOTRF rela-
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tive to DGEMM. Goto’s library however has a considerably higher ratio due to
the modifications commented in section 1. We can observe that the ratio DP-
STRF/DGEMM SB is very high. This is due to the low overhead present in
the calls to SML routines from the NDS code. We note that the relative per-
formance drops for matrix dimensions ' 2000. The reason for this is that we
have implemented multilevel orthogonal block forms (MOB) [5, 37] in our ma-
trix multiplication code based on the SB format. However, we have not used any
additional blocking technique on the SBPF Cholesky. Thus, locality is not fully
exploited for larger matrices within the DPSTRF routine.

In [24] the authors provide some performance results for Packed Recursive
(PR) and Packed Hybrid (PH) formats. In order to have an approximate hint
of their performance we have taken the values taken on an Itanium 2 running
at 1 GHz. The theoretical peak performance of that machine is 4 GFlops. In
order to compare results we present performance relative to the theoretical peak.
Although this is not exactly the same as running the program on the same
machine it can give us a hint on the relative performance of these codes. We
present the case where the upper matrix and a block size nb = 200 are used.
Figure 5 presents these results. The curves labeled with a final + sign include
the time necessary to perform the rearrangement of data from canonical storage
into the NDS tested. The cost of the rearrangement is O(N2) [14, 31, 39]. We
can observe that the SBP format with calls to SML routines provides higher
performance even when the block size is smaller nb = 124.

Fig. 5. Performance of several NDS Cholesky factorization codes with and without
rearrangement.

Finally, Figure 6 presents the performance of all variants of Cholesky fac-
torization tested. This figure includes the combination of DPSTRF with calls
to BLAS from Goto’s library with a block size nb = 124. We can observe that
the performance obtained is slightly better than that corresponding to the case
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where SML routines are called. Both cases indicate that it is possible to have
reduced storage and very high performance simultaneously.

Fig. 6. Performance of Cholesky factorization codes.

4 Conclusions

The specialization of the inner kernels avoids performing unnecessary operations
repetitively. In addition, it simplifies the code allowing for more opportunities
for automatic optimization. Working with simple square blocks it is possible to
produce efficient inner kernels with the help of an optimizing compiler.

When these kernels are called directly from linear algebra codes which store
matrices using non-canonical data structures the overhead is very low. This hap-
pens because there are no costs associated to copying data and checking certain
parameters. The performance obtained from the resulting Cholesky factorization
is better than that of several previous implementations and approaches that of a
hand-optimized implementation in which most representative parts of the code
are written in assembly code and data is packed for efficient use of the register
file (Goto BLAS).
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